STD Dating Website Adds Affiliate Program
January 17, 2020
MeetPositives.com, a dating website aimed at connecting people with STDs, is pleased to announce
that they have launched an affiliate program. The website, which has been in operation since 2014,
seeks to change the way people perceive sexually transmitted infections. It is not exclusive to people
with any specific STDs but rather welcomes any individual who is infected.
Affiliate programs, also called associate programs, are arrangements in which one website (usually
online merchants) pays affiliate websites a commission to send them traffic. These affiliate websites
will post links to the first site and are paid in return per the affiliate agreement. In general, the
payments are based on the number of people the affiliate sends to the first site, or the number of
people they send who buy something or perform some other action. With MeetPositives.com’s affiliate
programs, affiliated websites will be paid for each visitor the dating website gets through the affiliate
links (learn more about online affiliate programs.)
Jack Lombardi, a representative for MeetPositives.com, says, “We built this website from the ground
up to help people who are infected with sexually transmitted diseases. It’s an alternative to dating and
a second chance for people who live with a sexually transmitted disease. Our goal has always been
to help impacted people find love and feel normal in a relationship. Our brand new affiliate programs
allows us to do that more efficiently by increasing our reach.”
“Our website helps positive singles avoid the embarrassment and possible rejection by telling a
potential mate about their condition,” says Lombardi. “Our members join because they want to find
and date others who have experienced the same struggles. There is no question about when to tell
your partner about your situation or any concern about the dreaded ‘talk.’ Everyone on
MeetPositives.com already shares a certain level of understanding, being in similar situations, which
makes dating easier for both parties.”
He continues, “Unlike the methods that are often used by conventional dating sites, which don’t suit
the specific requirements of people who live with STDs, the approach used by MeetPositives.com to
match people is different. Our website uses an advanced algorithm that considers different
dimensions that are not only geared towards matching people with the same interests but also
ensuring that the predictors generate long-lasting relationships. With our compatibility dimensions, we
can guarantee that you will find the perfect match within a short period of time.”
MeetPositives.com’s advanced algorithm matches people who are living with the same condition(s).
The search can further be refined by distance and and a number of other categories, including age,
gender, preference, and more. Registered members of the site can enjoy searching profiles of
positive singles who also want to date, share their stories, and learn more about their conditions on
discussion forums.

Registration on the website is free and simple, and the initial profile building process is also painless
and easy. In addition to serving as a dating platform for people with STDs, MeetPositives.com offers
many informative blog posts and articles on herpes and other sexually transmitted infections.
“When you use our website, you will get more than you would get from traditional personal ads,” says
Lombardi. “We pay attention to the finer details because we want you to find a compatible match and
give you a different but interesting online dating experience that results in a beautiful relationship. For
this reason, we also provide free advice and tips on building a strong relationship that will lead to
happiness. We have created a strong community where you can share all of your concerns and
information that you feel will help others. You will also get something in return from the community,
including important details about handling your condition and how to live well with other positives.”
Those who wish to learn more about MeetPositives.com and the various services they provide, or
desire to become an affiliate of MeetPositives.com, can find more information on the company’s
website. Additionally, they encourage interested parties to get in touch with Jack Lombardi directly via
email or phone to follow up on any inquiries they may have. MeetPositives.com also maintains a
presence on Facebook where they frequently post updates, share blog posts, and communicate with
their users.
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